
INFORMATION
How to extend the life of your Transmission Lifter

7 Top Tips to extend the life of your 
TQB BRANDS or BORUM 

Transmission Lifter

Regularly lubricate the tilt adjust rods, 
pivot points and castors.

Use correct model for intended applications.

Never use trans lifter for supporting loads.

Always store in the fully lowered position.
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Centering & balancing load on the platform.4

* BHDTJ2 is also suitable for use with light to heavy commercial vehicles including 
agricultural and earthmoving vehicles with transmissions such as Multi Geared 
Manual, Automated Manual and Automatic such as Allison, Eaton, Fuller, Road 
Ranger, Dana, Rockwell, Meritor, TTC, Spicer, Volvo, Scania, ZF, Mercedes Benz, 
Man, Iveco, Isuzu, Mitsubishi FUSO, Hino, UD, Toyota.
Please always consult your Vehicle Manufacturer for suitability and safe practice.

BALANCED
LOADING EXAMPLE

Lubrication of all pivots, pins, adjustors, and castor wheels ensures smooth 
operation during lifting and adjustment procedures while removing a 
transmission

Correct balance of the load is a 
critical factor where unbalanced 
loads can affect the smooth lowering 
and raising operation. Always 
consult your vehicle manufacturer 
specifications for the correct lift point 
when attaching transmission lifter to 
a transmission. 

Storage in the lowered position ensures the lift ram assembly is sealed 
from exposure to weather fluctuations and keeps the hydraulic ram seals 
in a relaxed condition ready to work when required.

To ensure long life of the hydraulic lift ram seals, a load must not be 
supported above the fully lowered position. Once a transmission is removed 
from a vehicle the loaded transmission lift must be fully lowered where the 
internal mechanical travel stops can support the load.

Includes 
Models: 

2081T, 2057T 
& BHDTJ2
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Visit our webpage for instructional videos.

Read the user Manual thoroughly and keep a 
copy easily accessible.
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The user’s manuals are important to the initial set up and ongoing maintenance and 
come with each transmission jack, they are also downloadable from our webpage at 
www.tqbbrands.com.au

We have created instructional videos for our range of transmission jacks which 
include bleeding procedures and product comparisons. You’ll find these at 
 www.tqbbrands.com.au

The following chart explains model suitability based on GVM and Transmission type.
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